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Ind~x of Real Salaries of Continuing
Facultyl) for academic years 1969-70 to 1978-79*
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Graph Showing Consumer Price
Index and Real Salary Index
:rfkk1< of Continuing Faculty for academic
/Be years 1969-70 to 1978-79*
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Had UT faculty salaries kept
up with inflation, and had the
salaries reflected the increased
productivity of UT faculty, the
dashed curve would lie totally above
the dotted line drawn at index
number 100, and would slope upward.

This downward trend must not
only be stopped--it must be
reversed. The UT AAUP intends to
do whatever is necessary to
accomplish this. But we need
faculty support.
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The table and the graph to the
left show what has happened to real
salaries of UT faculty in the past
decade (real salaries are nominal
salaries corrected for price level
changes).

A disturbing development in
the salary picture is the downward
dip in real salaries in the 1977-78
to 1978-79 academic years. As
column 4 shows, the real salary
index dropped from 106.l in 1977-78
to 103.4 in 1978-79. This decline
in real salaries is shown in the
graph by the dashed curve dipping
downward for these years.
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THE REAL SALARIES OF UT FACULTY

Column 4 in the table shows
decline in real salaries occurring
in three academic years: 1973-74,
1974-75, and 1978-79. This decline
is shown in the graph by the
declining portions of the dashed
curve.

*From data compiled by Alan Gleasonth Economics
Dept. For notes and sources see o er side.
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The best way to show your
support is by joining the
organizatioh. We would like to have
you as a member of UT AAUP.
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Table above.

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AAUP MEANS MEMBERSHIP~ A PROFESSIONA~ ORGANIZATION: JOIN NOW

Notes and Sources:
l)

As of the fall of the academic year.

2)

The index is calculated from the percentage changes in the average ninemonth salary of those faculty members in the fall who were also faculty
members the preceding year. These percentage changes differ from the
announced budgeted percentage changes based on the salaries of all
faculty members as of the end of December of a given year, since some
of these members do not continue to the following year. The changes
also differ from those which are calculated by comparing the
continuing faculty in the fall of one year with the continuing faculty
in the fall of the preced~ng year. The two groups, in this case,
have a different composition which affects the percentage change.

3)

Basic data for the consumer price index are from the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the Department of Labor. They represent the national
average for major cities. No separate index exists for Toledo. The
academic year index is calculated by 1) obtaining the average of the
monthly index numbers for the period of September through August for
each year and 2) expressing the average for each year as a percent of
the base year, 1969-70. The period of September through August is
preferred to the period of September through June since faculty incur
their expenses over the whole twelve-month period.

4)

Column (1) divided by column (2) and multiplied by 100.
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A DO-IT-YOURSELF ANALYSIS OF YOUR SALARY
Last week's MEMO showed what was haopenino to the real income of UT faculty since 1969-70. This
week's MEMO provides you with an opportunity to identify your own real salary position for - the same
years. All you need is your salary record and a pencil. A calculator would also come in handy. Start
by fillino in the columns. Do so in the followinq steps:*
~

'

Record your s 9lary for each academic year in Column 2. Use the 9-month salary
fiqure; do not include extra oayments you may have received.

Step 2 Divide the salary f i qu re in Column 2 by the correspond i no ori ce index number
in Column 3, and multiply the quotient by 100. Record the result in Column 4.
Example: If your 9-month salary in 1970-71 was $12,720, your real salary for that
year is $12,720 divided by 104.9, multiplied by 100, or $12,126.
·
[Note: For 1969-70 the nominal salary in Column 2 and the real salary in Column
4 will be the same fiqure since the academic year 1969-70 is beinq used as the
"base year" for purposes of makinq comparisons.]
Real 9-month
Nominal
Consumer
Academic
salary
Price Index
9-month salary
year
(1)
(4)
(2)
(3)

~

I

I

1969-70

100

1970-71

104.9

1971-72

108. 5

1972-73

113. 5

1973-74

124.5

1974-75

137.8

1975-76

146.8

1976-77

155. 6

1977-78

166.4

1978-79

183.0
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If the figures in column 4 increase it means, of course, that your real salary has increased.
If the increase continues from year to year, smile, for you are one of the fortunate faculty
members. This increase in real salary can be construed as a "merit" inc~ease from the University.
If the figures in column 4 show no change it means that the increase in nominal salary has not been
large enough to provide any increase in real salary. The increase in nominal salary was, in other words,
absorbed by inflation. In terms of "merit" -- you received none. There is nothing to smile about.
If the figures in column 4 decrease, it means that the increase in nominal salary was insufficient
to cover the loss of purchasing power due to inflation. So don't smile; grimace . Let your chairman,
dean, and the administration know what has happened. And as you grimace, think of joining the AAUP.
\~e 1~i ll do our utmost to get salary increases that will remove the grimace and produce a smile in stead.
· - - - - --

- - - - - - --

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11

rNote: If this do-it-yourself analysis is interesting, you can do one more thing--you can convert
your real salary in column 4 into a real salary index like that in MEMO 2, and compare your salary
position with that of UT faculty as a whole. Proceed in this way: first, add a column 5 to the above
table and label it "real salary index". Use 1969-70 as the base year and write 100 for that year in
column 5. For the other years divide each of the real salary figures in column 4 by the real salary
for 1969-7 □, multiply by 100, and enter the result for each year in column 5.
Fxample: If the real salary (which is equal to nominal salary of the 1969-70 base year) is $12,DDD,
and the real salary for 1970-71 is $12,126, the real salary index for 1970-71 is $12,126 divided by
~12,000, multiplied by 100, or 101.1.

If you have the time and the inclination, you can plot column 5 on the graph in last week's MEMO.
This will show graphically your real salary position as compared to the rest of the faculty.]

*If faculty who came to the University after 1969-70 want to use this table to identify their real
salary position at UT, please call Edward Sopiarz, extension 4156 or 2562, for additional instructions.
· •J
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THE AAUP AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
The position of the national AAUP
In the early 1960s, there were attempts, some successful, to introduce collective bargaining at some colleges and . universities. In the latter part of the 1960s
the question of collective bargaining was brought up in AAUP national conventions.
The Association subsequently accepted collective bargaining as an appropriate
instrument for achieving the Association's objectives in academic freedom and
tenure, faculty participation in university government, and shared authority in .
the allocation of an institution's economic resources.
The Association's stand on collective bargaining is set forth in its 1972
"Statement on Collective Bargaining," the first paragraph of which reads:
"Collective bargaining, in offering a rational and equitable means of
distributing resources and of providing recourse for an aggrieved
individual, can buttress and complement the sound principles and
practices of higher education which the American Association of
University PROFESSORS HAS LONG SUPPORTED. Where appropriate, therefore, the Association will pursue collective bargaining as a major
additional way of realizing its goals in higher education, and it will
provide assistance on a selective basis to interested local chapters."
The Statement goes on to note that the Association, having for a long time
been concerned with faculty affairs, has the "unique potential, indeed the
responsibility, to achieve through its chapters a mode of collective bargaining
consistent with the best features of higher education."
The position of the Ohio Conference
The Ohio Conference abides by the 1972 Statement cited above. If a chapter
within the state wants to institute collective bargaining, the Conference stands
ready to support it.
In addition, the Ohio Conference serves as a watchdog and lobbyist when
legislation affecting faculty is being debated. Thus without taking a pro or con
position, the Ohio Conference closely watched the recent collective bargaining
bill before the Ohio legislature to see that it was consistent with the Association's
principles regarding academic freedom, tenure, and faculty governance.
The position of the UT AAUP
The UT AAUP executive committee is not at this time taking a position on
collective bargaining at this University. The consensus is to defer that question
to the general membership at a meeting to be held in the future.
We continue, however, to support strong faculty participation in University
governance, including policies and decisions which affect both the economic and
noneconomic terms of faculty employment. We believe that improvement in the
way and degree to which faculty participates in governance at the University of
Toledo is possible and desirable, and we will work to strengthen this participation.
How best to strengthen this participation is a decision that lies beyond the
executive committee. If the membership wishes to pursue some form of collective
bargaining as an instrument of faculty governance, we will follow that course. If
the f~culty as a whole wishes to do so, we will offer UT AAUP as its agent.
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THE AAUP STATEMENT ON GOVERNMENT OF COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
As most faculty know, the AAUP has issued
statements outlinino policies and procedural
standards expressing basic beliefs of the
profession. One such statement is the 1966
Statement on Government of Colleoes and Universities.
~ihat follows is an abridgement of theStatement.
Joint effort
The Statement notes the need for shared
responsib1l1ty and cooperative action among the
components of academic institutions. The components
are the governing board, the administration, the
faculty, and students.
Because institutions of higher education perform
such varied and complex tasks, the responsibilities
of the institutional components are interdependent,
although, depending on the matter at hand, the views
of one component may be given more weight than the
views of another. The determination of general
educational policy, the internal operations of the
institution, such as the framing and execution of
long range plans, qnd the external relations with
the outside world are areas in which the board,
the administration, the faculty, and students
should participate.
The Academic Institution: the Governing Board
The governing board has a special oblio,ation
to assure that the history of the institution serve
as a prelude and inspiration to the future.
Although it is the final institutional authority,
it entrusts the conduct of administration to
administrative officers, and the conduct of teaching
and research to the faculty. An important duty is
to codify statements that define the overall
policies and procedures at the institution. And
when the institution is threatened by ill will or
by ignorance, the board must be available for
support, and if necessary, serve as a champion.
The Academic Institution: the President
As chief executive officer, the president is
measured largely by capacity for institutional
leadership. He shares responsibility for operating
the communications system which links the components
of the academic community. He represents the
institution to its many publics and, by nature of
his office, is its chief spokesman.

!
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As chief planning officer, the president has an
obligation to innovate and initiate. It is the
president's duty to see that the standards and
procedures in operation conform with policy
established by the board. It is incumbent on him to
insure that faculty views, including dissenting
views, in areas where responsibilities are shared,
are presented to the board. The president is
responsible for maintaining existing resources and
the creation of new ones. He has the ultimate
managerial responsibility for a large area of nonacademic activities.
The Academic Institution: the Faculty
The faculty has the primary responsibility in
the areas of subject matter, research, faculty
status, and those aspects of student life which
relate to the educational process. Faculty
appointments, reappointments, decisions not to
reappoint, promotions, tenure, and dismissals are
primarily a faculty responsibility. The board and
the president should concur with faculty judgment
except in rare instances and for compelling reasons,
which should be stated in detail.
Agencies for faculty participation in government
should be established at each level where faculty
responsibility is present. An agency should exist
for the presentation of the views of the whole
faculty.
The faculty should actively participate in the
determination of policies and procedures governing
salary increases.
On Student Status
When students desire to participate responsibly
in the government of the institution, and if their
desire to do so is a means of involve111ent in the
institution's affairs or is an educational experience.
ways should be found for them to do so. But
obstacles to such particioation should not be
minimized. The obstacles include such items as
inexperience, untested capacity, a transitory status
which means that present action does not carry with
it subsequent responsibility, and the fact that the
other components sit in judgment over students.
Students have a right to expect the educational
process to be structured, to be listened to without
fear of reprisal, to be able to freely discuss
institutional policy, and to due process.
o
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TO ALL UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO FACULTY:
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YOU ARE INVITED

On Thursday, December 6, 1979, from 3:30 until 5:00, President Driscoll, Executive
Vice President Sullivant, and Academic Vice President Free, will be present at the
University Club to discuss with faculty ways to achieve and to maintain university
governance at an optimum level.
The first half hour of the meeting will be devoted largely to amenities, including
the liquid kind faculty will pay for at the cash bar. Durino the second half hour the role
and responsibilities of the governing components as expressed in the above Statement will
be discussed. The last half hour will be a give-and-take aopraisal of the strengths and
weaknesses of faculty and administration in faculty governance at this University.
The UT AAUP i;1vites tl_!_ faculty to attend.

'I
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RE.MEMBER!

To come to the December 6 meeting with President
Driscoll, Executive Vice President Sullivant, and
Academic Vice President Free, at the University Club,
3:30 to 5:00 P.M.
After some how-do-you-dos, some potation, and some
catching up on the latest campus news, the meeting will
settle down to a discussion of university governance.

Dear colleagues:
It is our belief, as it likely is yours, that in certain areas of a
university's operations the voice of the faculty should prevail, and in other
areas it should at least be heard and considered. Such in fact is the
recommendation of the national AAUP, as indicated in MEMO# 6.
Be that as it may, a question that frequently surfaces in the UT AAUP
executive meetings is the effectiveness of faculty in governance at this
University. Some such questions are:
--are faculty recommendations to the President followed up or do they in
too many instances end up gathering dust
--is the role of UCAP being compromised by not being given the opportunity
to review all salary and promotion decisions
--should the constitutional role of the Conference Committee, the Faculty
Senate, and University Advisory Committee be reconsidered
--should the performance of administrators be evaluated periodically by faculty
--should the University have an ombudsman
--should some faculty recommendations, particularly those regarding the
allocation of funds for faculty compensation, come from a single faculty
committee rather than from several committees
--are we approaching the end of an era, with effective participation by
faculty in governance no longer possible: is colleagial bargaining about
to be replaced with collective bargaining
The mechanism by which UT faculty participates in governance is sketched on
the other side. You may have your own questions about faculty governance at this
University, or some suggestions to make. That's all the more reason for you to
attend the meeting on December 6. Do come.
UT AAUP Officers and Executive Committee

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AAL:P MEANS MEMBERSHIP IN A PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION

FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNANCE /l,T THf UNIVERSITY OF TOLEr•O
The four solid line rectangles in the diagram below show the four components--the board of trustees, the
president, the faculty, and student body--thc.t should participate in the government of a university, according
to the Statemert or. Government of Collecies and Universities issL:ed by the national /l.AUP (see Memo# 6).
In making its contribLtion to governance at this University, each component 1J1akes e){_tersive use of committees
ar:d other sub-units, as shown by the broken 1i ne rectangles. Not shown a re cc 11 ege committees and other i.;ni ts
that operate at college levels.
At this University, faculty views reach the President, and throligh r:im the Board of Tn·stees larsely in two
ways: by way of the faculty Senate and committees and by ,,_,ay cf the Llniversity faculty ccmm;ttees. Because
ti,Pre have been ins tancr.s of disagreement in reccmmenda ti ans coming from the Senate and its committees or. the
onE hand, and University faculty committ~•es ori the other hand, the effectiveness of this structure is ques ticne<!
by some faculty.
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One of the most respected and widely used services provided by the
annual faculty salary survey.
The AAUP's concern with faculty salaries
done more to improve faculty salaries than the work of all other faculty
combined.
And with the AAUP now participating in collective bargaining,
influence in this area will be even greater.

AAUP is the
has no doubt
organizations
the AAUP's

But in addition to concern over faculty pay, the AAUP is concerned with other
faculty matters, notably tenure and academic freedom.
To show what the AAUP has done
and is doing, a summary statement from the winter 1979 issue of the Ohio Academe,
a publication of the State Conference, is reprinted below.

Some questions.
WHAT HAS AAUP DONE?

---

Helped convince I. R. S. to withdraw its
proposal to tax tuition remissions

Working to strengthen the budgetary par t icipation of faculty of public and private
higher education through the legislature
and the Chio Board of Regents

Lobbied for and won passage of bill permitting use of public funds for sabbaticals
Helped establish an Ohio merit scholarship progra1n and helped continue sup]X>rt
for need-based Ohio Instructional Grante

Working to strengthen the association's
response and effectiveness in deal ink
with academic freedom and tenure

Worked for legislation providing reciprocity in student fees and financial aid
in public and private colleges between
Ohio and neighboring states. It is now
law
Supported successful collective bargaining efforts at Cincinnati, Kent
State, Ashland and Cuyahoga Cornmunity College

HOW WILL YOU BENEFIT?
With a national office in Washington that
represents faculty interests before Congress and the nation

,:, ~:, :::, Wit h a state organization and office that
represents faculty interests before the
General Assembly, the Board of Regents,
the Governor and the public

Fought successfully, punitive faculty
contact hours language proposed in the
Ohio General Assembly- - language that
would have interfered with intra-university decision-making
WHAT IS AA UP DOING?

With a local chapter that acts on behalf
of local faculty
With two national publications - ACADEME and AAUP bulletin
:::, :::, :::, With a national meeting, held in early

summer; two state meetings, held in
fall and spring

Working for collective bargaining legislation suitable for higher education and
its faculty
::,, ::,,::,,

Collecting, analyzing, publishing faculty salary and fringe-benefit statig;ics

Fund raising for legal defense fund, initially for faculty at Central State University

With the privilege of supporting the one
organization that speaks for faculty and
has established the standards for the
academic profession

Notice particularly the last item mentioned in the right-hand column.
Doesn't the
one organization that speaks for the faculty and that has established the standards
"or the academic profEcssion deserve your support? Please become an AA.UP member soon ,

